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Current Status 

For more than three years, I have been doing - 

Marathi and Hindi subtitling and QC for digital platforms like Amazon Prime and others. 

Hindi technical content translation for Amazon Alexa Project.    

Technical, Legal, Gaming, Banking, Educational etc. transcription and translation in Marathi and Hindi for 
renowned agencies.  

Marathi Medical translation for a women’s health related application. 

Worked on a few editing and subtitling softwares including SDL Trados, Subtitle Edit etc.  

Attached with Digitouch, as freelance copy writer and script writer. I have been writing copies and 
corporate scripts for Digitouch Studio, for clients like Kotak, Reliance, Legrand etc.  

 

Creative expertise in Audio-Visual mediums     

From printed page to a theatre screen, be it any medium of expression, language plays a significant role 
in communicating effectively across the targeted receiving end for maximum impact. This understanding 
led me to explore and experiment with languages in various facets, right from script writing to 
interpretation and translation.  

A blend of time bound, target oriented approach and a creative perspective. An enthusiast in each and 
every audio-visual production process.  Five years of experience in FMCG distribution industry at a 
moderate scale, allied with current creative media field training.  Done film making diploma with 
‘Direction Specialization’ at ‘Seamless Education Institute,Pune’. The specialization allows a deeper 
understanding of every department of media production. Knowledge and experience of supervising in 
animation studio at ‘Sharkfinn Studios,Pune’. Good communication skills. Worked on various corporate 
films, documentaries and short film projects. Assisted for a Marathi feature Film.  

Willing to work and learn everything that comes my way, with total dedication. 



 

 

  

Languages known –  

 * Marathi, Hindi, English  

 

 

 

Skills and Expertise 

• Writing –             Translations and interpretations  (English, Marathi, Hindi)  

                                                Transcription (English, Hindi, Marathi) 

                                Corporate films 

 Short Films 

                                        Copy writing 

                                        Screenplay writing 

• Film Direction –     Short films 

• Film Editing -          Adobe Premiere Pro                           

                                             Final Cut Pro 

• Project co-ordination 

• Client communication 

• Post production supervision 

 

 

 

 

 


